A PROGRAMME FOR WELFARE OF FAMILIES OF BSF TROOPS

BWQA (Border Security Force Wives Welfare Association) organized a programme of families of BSF troops at BSF Campus, Chhawla, New Delhi.

2. This welfare programme was oriented towards giving an opportunity to the students and youth – age group 7 to 24 years, for making a choice for their career path. Durgamaya Entertainment Pvt. Ltd. has approached BSF for organizing the event i.e. FREEDOM : RIGHT TO CHOOSE. Smt. Renu Sharma, President BWQA was the Chief Guest. It is the encouragement of president BWQA that the function has been attended by large number of BSF families.

3. The contest is designed to give independence to the youth. It is giving freedom and opportunity to find and define oneself. The programme is designed to go in two phases. The process of submitting the choices of oneself to the process of selecting the first among equals is beautifully designed. There are three major prizes with 17 consolation prizes.